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Biost 536: Categorical Data Analysis in Epidemiology 
Emerson, Autumn 2013 

 
Homework #1 Key 
September 26, 2013 

 
Grading Instructions:  

 Problem 1 is worth 0 points. 
 Problems 2 – 7 are each worth 5 points. Note that there will likely be roundoff errors 

depending upon how they were propagated through the exercise. As a rule I would have 
used fractional values for the number of drugs, etc., in order to obtain the greatest 
generality. However, a major goal of these examples was to present concrete examples 
of the statistical properties of the scientific method. Hence, I at times rounded values in 
a manner that would give the (to my mind) less desirable strategies the benefit of the 
doubt. 

 Problem 8 is worth 10 points. In order to get full credit, a student should have made 
observations about the use of the limited resources with respect to each of the following 
points that should be treated as equally important: 

o the number of hypotheses (drugs) explored relative to the number of drugs 
adopted; 

o the absolute number of correct hypotheses confirmed; 
o the positive predictive value (or the number of incorrect hypotheses 

promulgated relative to the number of correct hypotheses confirmed); 
o the “program-wise” type I error: the number of incorrect hypotheses that were 

spuriously identified as “significant” at the end of phase 3 relative to the number 
of incorrect hypotheses explored during the drug discovery program; 

o the “program-wise” power: the number of beneficial drugs that were adopted 
among all beneficial drugs explored in the drug discovery program; and 

o the amount of data that would be available to more fully evaluate safety and to 
feel more comfortable with generalizability of results. 

 Problem 9 is worth 10 points. In order to get full credit, a student should recognize and 
at least briefly mention / discuss 

o that the statistical principles of reliably identifying risk factors of disease, 
confirming drug benefit, or testing any scientific hypothesis are the same; 

o that when the epidemiologic hypotheses can be confirmed with interventional 
studies, confirmatory observational studies might be less important; 

o that when epidemiologic hypotheses can not be ethically confirmed with 
interventional studies, multiple independent confirmatory observational studies 
would need to be considered in order to try to minimize persistent confounding; 
and 

o that even with multiple observational studies, there may still exist unmeasured 
confounding that is common to all such studies. 

 
This homework explores the role of screening studies in promoting the accuracy of the process of 
identifying and quantifying risk factors for disease. 
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The goal of the drug approval process should be  
1. To have a low probability of approving drugs that do not work, 
2. To have a high probability of approving drugs that do work, and 
3. To have a high probability that an approved drug does work. 

 
Now suppose we decide to perform a experiment or series of experiments, and to approve the drug 
whenever the estimated treatment effect (perhaps standardized to some Z  score) exceeds a pre-
defined threshold. When stated in statistical jargon, these goals become 

1. To have a low type I error  when a null hypothesis of no treatment effect is true, 
2. To have a high statistical power Pwr= 1- (so  is the type II error) when some alternative 

hypothesis is true, and 
3. To have a high positive predictive value PPV = (number of approved effective drugs) / 

(number of approved drugs). 
 
We can examine the interrelationships of these statistical design criteria in the context of a RCT 
where we let θ denote our treatment effect, and we presume that an ineffective drug has θ = 0, and an 
effective drug has some θ > 0. 
 
In the “frequentist” inference most often used in RCT, we typically choose some value for the “level 
of significance” (or type I error) . This will be the probability of approving the drug when θ = 0. 
 
Most often, we base our decisions on some estimate of the treatment effect that is known to be 
approximately normally distributed 
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In experimental design, we sometimes choose a sample size n and then compute the power of the 
study to detect a particular alternative hypothesis. When our null hypothesis corresponds to θ = 0, 
the power of a particular design depends upon the type I error , the variability of the data V, the 
true value of the treatment effect θ, and the sample size n according to the following formula: 
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where Z  is a random variable having the standard normal distribution, and the constant z1- is the 1-
 quantile of the standard normal distribution such that Pr( Z < z1-) = 1 - .  
 
In other settings, we choose a desired power Pwr = 1 - , and then compute a sample size according 
to the value of  using the following formula (which again presumes a null hypothesis of θ = 0): 
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where we again use the quantiles of the standard normal distribution. The following table provides 
values of z1- for selected values of : 
 

 0.005 0.01 0.025 0.05 0.10 0.20 
z1- 2.575829 2.326348 1.959964 1.644854 1.281552 0.841621 
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More generally, we can obtain an arbitrary quantile using statistical software. The commands to 
obtain the z1- quantile when  = 0.075 in three commonly used programs are: 

 (Stata)      di invnorm(1 – 0.075) 
 (R)       qnorm(1 – 0.075) 
 (Excel)    norminv(1 – 0.075, 0 , 1) 

 
Similarly, we can obtain Pr( Z < c) for arbitrary choices of c using statistical software. The 
commands to obtain Pr( Z < c) when c = 1.75 in three commonly used programs are: 

 (Stata)      di norm(1.75) 
 (R)       pnorm(1.75) 
 (Excel)    normdist(1.75, 0 , 1, TRUE) 

 
 Bayes Rule can be used to compute the PPV from  and , providing we know the prior probability 
 that a treatment would work (this prior probability might be thought of as the proportion of 
effective treatments among all treatments that we would consider testing—sort of a prevalence of 
good treatments): 
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PPV   (Eq. 3) 

 
In this homework, we consider a couple examples of two different strategies of testing for 
experimental treatments: 

1. Strategy 1: Test each treatment in one large “pivotal” RCT. 
2. Strategy 2: Test each treatment in one small “pilot” RCT that screens for promising 

treatments. Any treatment that passes this screening phase, is then tested more rigorously in 
one larger “confirmatory” RCT. 

 
To compare “apples with apples”: 

 We pretend that we have 500,000 patients with disease X to use when evaluating ideas that 
we have formulated for treating disease X. 

 We further pretend that 10% of our ideas correspond to drugs that truly work (so  = 0.10), 
and all those truly effective drugs provide the same degree of benefit θ = 1 to patients with 
disease X. The other 90% of our ideas correspond to drugs that provide no benefit to the 
patients (so θ = 0). 

 In every RCT, the true variability of the patient data corresponds to V =  63.70335. 
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Problems using Strategy 1: Only Pivotal RCT 

1. (A: Pivotal) Suppose we choose a type I error of  = 0.025 and a power of 97.5% (so  = 
0.025) under the alternative hypothesis that the true treatment effect is θ = 1. 

a. What sample size n will be used in each RCT?         979   

   
855.978

1

70335.63959964.1959964.1
2

2

2

2
11 
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b. How many of our ideas will we be able to test?       _511 

         500,000  / 979 = 510.7 

c. How many of those tested ideas will be truly beneficial drugs?                51 

        511 x 0.10 = 51.1 

d. How many of the tested beneficial drugs will have significant results?                 50 

51 x 0.975 = 49.7 

e. How many of those tested ideas will be truly ineffective drugs?          460 

511 – 51 = 460 

f. How many of the tested ineffective drugs will have significant results?           12 

460 x 0.025 = 11.5 

g. How many of the tested drugs will have significant results?         62 

50 + 12 = 62 

h. What proportion of the drugs with significant results will be truly beneficial?   0.8065  

50 / 62 = 0.8065   or 
 

   
 

    8125.0
10.01025.010.0025.01

10.0025.01

11
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2. (B: Pivotal) Suppose we choose a type I error of  = 0.025 and a power of 80.0% (so  = 
0.20) under the alternative hypothesis that the true treatment effect is θ = 1. 

a. What sample size n will be used in each RCT?         500   

   
500

1

70335.63841621.0959964.1
2

2

2

2
11 
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b. How many of our ideas will we be able to test?       1,000 

       500,000  / 500 = 1,000 

c. How many of those tested ideas will be truly beneficial drugs?               100 

1,000 x 0.10 = 100 

d. How many of the tested beneficial drugs will have significant results?                 80 

100 x 0.800 = 80 
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e. How many of those tested ideas will be truly ineffective drugs?           900 

1,000 – 100 = 900 

f. How many of the tested ineffective drugs will have significant results?           22 

900 x 0.025 = 22.5 

g. How many of the tested drugs will have significant results?        102 

80 + 22 = 102 

h. What proportion of the drugs with significant results will be truly beneficial?   0.7843  

80 / 102 = 0.7843   or 
 

   
 

    7805.0
10.01025.010.020.01

10.020.01

11

1
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3. (C: Pivotal) Suppose we choose a type I error of  = 0.05 and a power of 80.0% (so  = 0.20) 
under the alternative hypothesis that the true treatment effect is θ = 1. 

a. What sample size n will be used in each RCT?  ____394 

   
850.393

1

70335.63841621.0644854.1
2

2

2

2
11 
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b. How many of our ideas will we be able to test?  __1,269 

       500,000  / 394 = 1,269.03 

c. How many of those tested ideas will be truly beneficial drugs?  ____127 

1,269 x 0.10 = 126.9 

d. How many of the tested beneficial drugs will have significant results?  ____102 

      127 x 0.80 = 101.6 

e. How many of those tested ideas will be truly ineffective drugs?  __1,142 

1,269 – 127 = 1,142 

f. How many of the tested ineffective drugs will have significant results? ____  57 

1,142 x 0.05 = 57.1 

g. How many of the tested drugs will have significant results? ____159 

102 + 57 = 159 

h. What proportion of the drugs with significant results will be truly beneficial? _0.6415  

102 / 159 = 0.6415   or 
 

   
 

    6400.0
10.0105.010.020.01

10.020.01

11
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Problems using Strategy 2: Screening pilot RCT, followed by Confirmatory RCT 

4. (D: Screening pilot study) Suppose we choose a type I error of  = 0.025 and a sample size 
of n = 100 for each pilot RCT.  

a. Under the alternative hypothesis θ = 1, what is the power?  _0.2398 

      

  2398.7602.1707057.0Pr1

70335.63

100
1959964.1Pr1Pr1 1
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b. If we use 350,000 patients in pilot RCT, how many ideas will we test?  __3,500 

         350,000  / 100 = 7,000 

c. How many of those tested ideas will be truly beneficial drugs?  ____350 

3,500 x 0.10 = 700 

d. How many of the tested beneficial drugs will have significant results?  ____  84 

      350 x 0.2398 = 83.93 

e. How many of those tested ideas will be truly ineffective drugs?  __3,150 

3,500 – 350 = 3,150 

f. How many of the tested ineffective drugs will have significant results? ____  79 

3,150 x 0.025 = 78.75 

g. How many of the tested drugs will have significant results? ____163 

84 + 79 = 163 

h. What proportion of the drugs with significant results will be truly beneficial? _0.5153  

84 / 163 = 0.5153   or 
 

   
 

    5159.0
10.01025.010.02398.0

10.02398.0

11

1
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5. (D: Confirmatory trials) Suppose we choose a type I error of  = 0.025 and use all remaining 
patients in the confirmatory trials of each drug that had significant results in problem 4. 

a. How many confirmatory RCT will be performed?  ____163 

b. What sample size n will be used in each RCT?  ____920 

(500,000 – 3,500 x 100) / 163 = 920.245 

c. Under the alternative hypothesis θ = 1, what is the power?  _0.9671 

      

  96714.03286.184029.1Pr1

70335.63

920
1959964.1Pr1Pr1 1
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d. How many confirmatory RCTs will be for truly beneficial drugs?  ____  84 
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e. How many of the tested beneficial drugs will have significant results?  ____  81 

      84 x 0.9671 = 81.235 

f. How many confirmatory RCTs will be for truly ineffective drugs?  ____  79 

g. How many of the tested ineffective drugs will have significant results? ______2 

      79 x 0.025 = 1.975 

h. How many of the tested drugs will have significant results? ____83 

81 + 2 = 83 

i. What proportion of the drugs with significant results will be truly beneficial? _0.9759  

81 / 83 = 0.9759 

6. (E: Screening pilot study) Suppose we choose a type I error of  = 0.10 and a power of 
85.0% (so  = 0.15) under the alternative hypothesis that the true treatment effect is θ = 1.  

a. What sample size n will be used in each RCT?  ____343 

      
   

28.342
1

70335.63036433.1281552.1
2

2

2

2
11 
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b. If we use 350,000 patients in pilot RCT, how many ideas will we test?  __1,020 

      350,000  / 343 = 1,020.42 

c. How many of those tested ideas will be truly beneficial drugs?  ____102 

1,020 x 0.10 = 102 

d. How many of the tested beneficial drugs will have significant results?  ____  87 

      102 x 0.85 = 86.7 

e. How many of those tested ideas will be truly ineffective drugs?  __    918 

1,020 - 102 = 918 

f. How many of the tested ineffective drugs will have significant results? ____  92 

918 x 0.10 = 91.8 

g. How many of the tested drugs will have significant results? ____179 

87 + 92 = 179 

h. What proportion of the drugs with significant results will be truly beneficial? _0.4860  

87 / 179 = 0.4860   or 
 

   
 

    4857.0
10.0110.010.085.0

10.085.0

11

1
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7. (E: Confirmatory trials) Suppose we choose a type I error of  = 0.025 and use all remaining 
patients in the confirmatory trials of each drug that had significant results in problem 6. 

a. How many confirmatory RCT will be performed?  ____179 

b. What sample size n will be used in each RCT?  ____839 

(500,000 – 1,020 x 343) / 179 = 838.77 

c. Under the alternative hypothesis θ = 1, what is the power?  _0.9525 

      

  952456.047544.1673467.1Pr1

70335.63

839
1959964.1Pr1Pr1 1
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d. How many confirmatory RCTs will be for truly beneficial drugs?  ____  87 

e. How many of the tested beneficial drugs will have significant results?  ____  83 

      87 x 0.9525 = 82.87 

f. How many confirmatory RCTs will be for truly ineffective drugs?  ____  92 

g. How many of the tested ineffective drugs will have significant results? ______2 

      92 x 0.025 = 2.3 

h. How many of the tested drugs will have significant results? ____  85 

83 + 2 = 85 

i. What proportion of the drugs with significant results will be truly beneficial? _0.9765  

83 / 85 = 0.9765 
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Comparisons 
 

8. Of the 5 different strategies considered (problems 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5, or 6 and 7) which do you 
think best and why? 

 
The following table provides relevant summaries of the five different strategies. 
 

 A B C D E 

Strategy Pivotal Pivotal Pivotal 
Screening / 

Confirmatory 
Screening / 

Confirmatory

Drugs Tested 
Eff : Ineff 

511 
51 : 460 

1,000 
100 : 900 

1,269 
127 : 1,142 

3,500 
350 : 3,150 

1,020 
102 : 918 

Drugs Adopted 
Eff / Ineff 

62 
50 : 12 

102 
80 : 22 

159 
102 : 57 

83 
81 : 2 

85 
83 : 2 

Program-wise 
Type I error 

12 / 460 = 
0.025 

22 / 900 = 
0.025 

57 / 1142 = 
0.05 

2 / 3,150 = 
0.000625 

2 / 918 = 
0.0025 

Program-wise 
Power 

50 / 51 = 
0.975 

80 / 100 = 
0.800 

102 / 127 = 
0.800 

81 / 350 = 
0.231 

83 / 102 = 
0.814 

Positive 
Predictive 

Value 
0.806 0.784 0.642 0.976 0.976 

Sample Size per 
Adopted Drug 

0 + 979 = 
979 

0 + 500 = 
500 

0 + 394 = 
394 

100 + 920 = 
1,020 

343 + 839 = 
1,182 

 
Strategy C found the most beneficial drugs, but at the cost of adopting a large number of 
ineffective drugs: Under that strategy, approximately one-third of all adopted drugs do not 
truly work. Furthermore, our experience with each adopted drug is limited to 394 patients—
we do not really have very much data about safety of the drugs. 
 
Strategies A and B have higher predictive value of the positive than Strategy C, but they still 
lead to adoption of many ineffective therapies. 
 
Strategies D and E each identify more beneficial treatments than Strategy B, and lead to 
adoption of far fewer ineffective therapies. Hence the positive predictive value is very good in 
either of these strategies. Furthermore the program-wise type I error is far less than the 0.025 
or 0.05 achieved in a single study. 
 
While both Strategies D and E lead to very similar numbers of truly beneficial drugs identified 
and very similar positive predictive values, Strategy E might seem more advantageous from 
several aspects.  

 First, it does not seem plausible that the prevalence of truly beneficial drugs would be 
the same among 3,500 ideas as among 1,020 ideas. So it would seem likely that the 
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assumption of a 10% prevalence is more likely to be false (and thus the relevance of the 
calculations less) in Strategy D. 

 Second, Strategy E provides more safety data for each adopted drug. This is a very 
important aspect of drug discovery.  

 Third, the much higher power of the “drug discovery program” in Strategy E will mean 
that the industry sponsors owning proprietary rights to a new drug will be better 
protected: we will discard fewer truly beneficial drugs thereby pleasing stockholders. 
Of course, this can also have great public health impact if there are no current effective 
therapies: throwing away beneficial drugs in that setting would be highly undesirable. 
On the other hand, if we are just testing a lot of “me-too” drugs, there is less public 
health impact from discarding some of the truly beneficial drugs. 

 
It should be noted that the optimality of any particular screening strategy should be tailored to 
the expected “prevalence” of “good ideas” at the start of phase 2. When working in a disease 
area that many successful treatment strategies exist, then smaller phase 2 studies might be 
appropriate. However, when working in an area where little “success” is anticipated, the use of 
screening trials to eliminate false positives is even more important. (Based on the properties of 
binary searches, some argument could be made that a good target is to have roughly 50% 
prevalence of good ideas at the start of the confirmatory phase.) 
 

9. The above exercises considered “drug discovery” with randomized clinical trials. What 
additional issues have to be considered when we are using observational data to explore and 
try to confirm risk factors for particular diseases? 

 
The general principles illustrated for the drug discovery process apply to any scientific setting 
where the ultimate goal is the discovery of important scientific facts. We want to use our 
limited resources to maximize the number of true scientific “laws” that are discovered, while 
minimizing “false science”. This means that observational studies should be designed in a way 
that can suitably control the type I error and power at each stage in a scientific program of 
study. This will mean ensuring adequate sample sizes, adequate quality of data, and proper 
pre-specification of the hypotheses to be examined as “primary” targets of investigation. Other 
exploratory analyses will have to be labeled as such. 
 
With observational studies, it may happen that the availability of data will lead to lesser 
sample sizes than might be desirable for a two-phase process. In those cases, multiple phases of 
screening studies are indicated. However, the same principles hold: we will just have several 
screening phases gradually increasing our confidence in the hypotheses.  
 
When the hypotheses passing the screening phases can be confirmed in interventional studies, 
performing large confirmatory observational studies may be less important. This will depend 
of course on the quality of the screening studies and the relative costs of interventional studies. 
 
When the hypotheses screened with observational data analyses cannot be confirmed with 
interventional studies, it is highly important that multiple confirmatory studies be conducted 
using independent sources of data. Ideally, different populations in different geographic areas 
might be used to try to lessen the chance that all studies suffer from the same unmeasured 
confounding variables. Furthermore, the same methods of statistical analysis should be used in 
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order to avoid the multiple comparisons inherent in changing summary measures, modeling of 
variables, or the covariates used for adjusted analyses. 
 
And of course, despite our best efforts, some unmeasured confounding can persist owing to 
strong correlations in all populations between two behaviors or exposures.  
 
(Of course, even RCT suffer from the possibility that some experimental intervention merely 
leads to the use of other truly effective interventions. Thus, while the putative experimental 
intervention would be a “cause” of the beneficial outcome, we might regard that we do not 
know the “truth” until we have identified the most proximal cause of the desired clinical 
outcome.)  


